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Orthogonality explains the orientation between dimensions. Through orthogonal translation of dimensions meters can become meters squared, and in turn, meters cubed. Because of the emergence of dimensions, orthogonality and non-sensical mathematics one can show how force and energy interact. Energy "trickling-in" from higher-dimensional constructs we cannot see may manifest as an inexplicable force that carries particles over thresholds. The inexplicable nature of seemingly invalid mathematics means we can explain inflation as the fission of space-time, and dark energy as the counterpart to anisotropy. Because of a fictitious fluid and loopholes in the laws of physics anything can be explained through non-sensical math such that nothing can be foretold without more knowledge. By understanding a unified force as a gateway between this and a mirror world, we can invoke orthogonality and a means by which translation of dimensions allows for the classical laws of mass and energy to be unsettled. The interference of magnetic field patterns causes interactions between general relativity and quantum mechanics which causes either a.) the gravitational constant to vary or b.) Newton's first law of motion to become changed. These interactions occur in a hyper-dimensional space that may be modeled as a chosen number of extra dimensions. It is proposed that human consciousness arises from this space as diffracting and interfering field patterns which are related to light and gravity. This causes spacetime to expand or the speed of light to change.
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